	
  

ON TARGET

Newsletter of the Buffalo Rifle Association of Australia Issue 27 – July 2015

BULLET-IN

APERTURE

Penrith Gun Show

•
Possession of a Firearm
There was an interesting article by a lawyer on a sporting
shooter website that highlighted the question of when you
are deemed in law to be in ‘possession’ of a firearm. In his
opinion it would seem that in a number of common
situations, by just behaving normally, ‘possession’ can pass
from the licenced owner to an accompanying person who is
unlicensed.

The Penrith Gun Show is on again and it’s not a bad day out
either 8th or 9th August and if nothing else you can catch up
with a few of your shooting mates.

If any BRAA members are interested, the NSW BPCR
Silhouette State Titles are on the weekend of 15-16th
August at Rankins Springs.

The crunch is found in three words, which can decide if an
illegal act has occurred – Possession, Custody and Control.

Full details are in the latest Shooters Journal in the
competitions section.

So, as an example, if you leave your rifle in an unlocked car
and do not secure it inside the vehicle, an unlicensed person
at the range, knowing it is there, could be considered to be in
possession of the rifle. That is because the owner has not
secured it and therefore is not in control of it. There is also
the matter of taking reasonable precautions to ensure
safekeeping.

I (Dan) can be reached by E-mail while I’m away if
anyone wants more information. I am not running this
event, but I should be able to answer any questions you
fellows may have.
It should be a good weekend with the two BPCR matches
and the Small-bore match as well.

Next example, from the article, was if you pass a gun to
somebody to hold safely while you do something like climb a
fence. In this case you would still have control and therefore
not have relinquished possession. That does not mean going
walk about and leaving somebody holding the firearm.

The Small-bore match is shot on half-size targets at
50,100,150 and 200m. You can use pretty much any
single shot .22 that has an exposed hammer, (Low-walls,
Stevens, Remington rolling block, etc. ) or your Buffalo
rifle with an insert/converter ( Crosnoe , Shaver)

The 3rd example was if you stop to fuel your car and went to
pay, leaving your unlicensed partner in the car alone. This
is dangerous, as you have relinquished control. However,
assuming the rifle is in a locked case and disabled, it could be
argued that the person in the car did not have possession
either, as you have taken adequate care to provide Custody
and Control. If it is in a bag chucked on the back seat then, of
course, the situation could be very different.

The exception being that Martini .22’s are also allowed
but not the BSA International.
Sights must be original irons or other types of the period.
That means you can have aftermarket tang sights,
similar to BRAA rules…….Regards Daniel (Taps)

	
  

CLASSIFIEDS

Needless to say this matter is as convoluted as only lawyers
can make it and this attempt to simplify the article may not
be 100%. The point is, however, that relinquishing control of
a firearm for whatever reason places both the licenced
shooter and the unsuspecting unlicensed person at risk and
we all know what the penalties can be.

1. Browning, model #53 Deluxe. Limited edition 32/20
(32WCF) lever action rifle. Very good/excellent. $950
ono. (with 150 cases and Lee dies)

As stated in the opening paragraph, this is one lawyer’s
opinion and there may be any number of views on the
subject. What do you think?

2. Shiloh, model #74 Saddle Rifle. 50/ 70 Govt. 28"
standard octagonal bbl, semi fancy wood, blade & globe
front sight, MVA sight base. Excellent condition. $2800
ono. Transfers through Tamworth Firearms.

Submitted by Bill to alert you to potential possession issues
and encourage debate ………….. Sf

Wot? No takers? This is a damn fair price for a
Shiloh…. ed

THE POSSE
President:
Secretary/Treasurer:
Captain:
Publicity:
Committee:

	
  

BPCR Metallic Silhouette

•

	
  

CONTACTS:
Gary Vandersluis
Bill Sherman
Jim Skyrm
Paul Radin
Brendan Sforcina

Mobile:
Mobile:
Website:
Email:
Post:
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0418 270 968
0418 257 330
www.buffalorifles.com.au
info@buffalorifles.com.au
PO Box 700, Mona Vale NSW 2103

SHOT TO BITZ
July Whiskey Shoot at Cooyal
Wow what a close one! 6 points separating the top 5
scorers, just proves we are getting better and better at this
racket. Pretty soon we might be showing the yanks a thing
or two. (just kidding Buz – trust you are well).
We did have fairly good conditions, but with a strong,
sometimes gusting, and very cold, westerly wind. Soule
sights were almost wound of the scale.
As the table below illustrates we had 12 shooters, 10
finishing the match and 2 not finishing for one reason or
another. We all had fun despite the cold wind, and on
Saturday, shot 700 yds, 600 yds, 500 yds (half of us – we
lost the daylight). The rest of us shot the 500 yds on
Sunday in very similar conditions and we all finished the
400 yds before lunch.

400 yd

500 yd

600 yd

NAME

700 yd

Scoring was 3 for a hit on the paper target. 4 for the black
square (about 600mm) in the center and 5 for the 150mm
dia. “bulls-eye”.

TOTAL

1

Jim

36

34

41

41

152

2

Brad

31

38

40

41

150

2

Gavin

32

35

42

41

150

4

Ken H

31

38

39

40

148

5

Paul R

34

31

39

42

146

6

Gary

23

34

38

42

137

7

Ken B

16

35

39

33

123

8

Brendan

6

36

37

40

119

9

Paul Mc

25

32

18

34

109

10

Bill

25

19

30

37

111

11

Mike

31

35

36

dnf

102 dnf

12

Kristy

13

18

dnf

31

62 dnf

High Scorers at each Distance are Highlighted
Of significant note is the number of bulls-eyes scored over
the weekend. Top hits were recorded at every distance and
sometimes more than once;
•
Jim had 1 at 700 yds (1)
•
Kristy, Gary and Brad each had 1 at 600 yds (3)
•
Gavin had 2 at 500 yds (2)
•
Jim, Bill, Paul R and Brad each had 1 at 500 yds (4)
•
Gary, Paul R and Brad each had 2 at 400 yds (6)
•
Gavin, Ken H and Jim all had 1 each at 400 yds (3)
That’s a total of 19 bulls – easy isn’t it – NOT!
Brad got 4, Gavin, Jim, Gary and Paul R got 3 each, Ken H,
Bill and Kristy got 1 each. Once upon a time we would
count (just) hits on the paper – now we are looking for
center bulls.
So the old bear with the ‘Wounded Knees’ showed up the
young ‘Bear’, who was just ‘Sitting’ on his bull’s-eyes. But
not to be out done ‘JB’ was ‘Book’- ing his place too. ‘Shilos’
were well represented, but Sugarfoot should stick to
Sarsaparilla and fiddle-sticks.
Maybe next time!

	
  

Who the “L” is this?

“There it is right in the middle”

Christmas in July at Cooyal
A great big thank you to Kristy and Andrew for arranging the
superb Christmas in July festivities held on Saturday night
after the shoot. ‘Digger’ and his wife, neighbors of Andrew,
furnished the roast, and joined us for the evening. Great
company, good wine and a magnificent meal were the order of
proceedings. It started with an antipasto of cold meats,
cheeses, olives and dips, to which everyone contributed. A
sumptuous main of roast pork, chicken casserole, fish, and
roast vegies was next, followed by deserts comprising plum
pudding with hot custard, Christmas cake and port liquor.

Following the meal Bill had arranged a trivia game and we
paired off to compete. Last but not least there was a ‘Kris
Cringle’ sharing of gifts for those that contributed. All who
came along had a good time and way too much to eat and
drink. Oh, and there were plenty of ‘left-overs’ for lunch the
next day too!

Shotgun Side Event
Unfortunately once again the side event had to abandoned due
to the lateness of the day. With 12 shooters attending and
shooting on the paper target, we simply ran out of daylight. It
seems that this is all too familiar in the winter months and we
may alter the schedule to have more ‘indoor’ side events. I’m
not suggesting we shoot indoors, but maybe swap meets and
the like might be the better alternative.
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ON THE LINE
Note! The following dates and arrangements are subject
to change from time to time depending on prevailing
conditions etc. Every effort will be made by your
Committee to advise any changes well prior to the event.
It is also advisable to check this calendar with each
issue of “On Target”
CALENDAR 2015
Jan.
24/25 Cooyal “B” 7,5,3+9 s/e Muzzle Loaders
Feb.
21/22 Cooyal “P” 8,6,4+10 s/e Shotgun
April
5/6 Canberra “P” s/e (4th) SSAA Silhouette tbc
April
25/26 Cooyal “B” Mini Quigley s/e Quigley Bucket
May
23/24 Nioka “B” ‘Champagne Shoot’ s/e .22 rifle
June
27/28 Cooyal “P” 7,6,4+10 s/e Lever Rifle
July
25/26 Cooyal “P” 6,5,4+7 s/e Shotgun
Aug.
22/23 Cooyal “B” 8,6,3+10 s/e Lever Rifle
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.

26/27 Nioka Billy Dixon+AGM s/e .22 rifle ***
24/25 Cooyal “P” 8,7,6+9 s/e Pistol tba
28/29 Cooyal “B” 6,5,3+9 s/e Shotgun
No match.

Note! In each match;
•
“B” means shot on buffalo plate
•
“P” means shot on paper targets
•
the ‘numbers’ are (hundred) yards.
•
the match will be shot in that order
•
‘+’ separates Sat & Sun
•
“s/e” means side event (duh!).

NEXT SHOOT
The next BRAA shoot will be at the COOYAL RANGE on 2223 August is a long distance ‘gong’ shoot on the buffalo
plate.

THE MATCH
We will be shooting on the buffalo plate on Saturday at 800
yds, 600 yds and 300 yds off-hand (in that order) and 1000
yds on Sunday morning.
Scoring will be 3 for target hit on the plate, 5 for target hit
on the ‘heart’. It depends on the availability of the scoring
electronic ‘gadgetry’ whether we can actually differentiate
the ‘heart’ shots from buffalo ‘hits’ in which case scoring
will be altered to suit on the day. It may be that at that
distance only ‘hits’ can be recorded.

COSTS
Range fees are $30 payable on signing in at the range.
A cooked breakfast and lunch will be available on the range
for $5 each on Sat and Sun. subject to your advice of
attendance one week prior to the event. If arriving on Friday
you will need to bring your own lunch. Dinner will be
available at the Cooyal Pub on Friday night or bring your
own to prepare the range.

ACCOMMODATION
Usual accommodation is on the range; bunkhouse, camping,
caravanning, etc. Also the Cooyal Pub Ph. 6373 5353 offers a
range of accommodation and Yarrawonga Cedar Cottages are
close by yarrawongacottages.com.au. There are many other
alternative ‘digs’ in the Mudgee area.

SIDE EVENT
LEVER GUN
Any calibre, but we will be shooting off-hand at 300 yds on
the diamond plate (or buffalo heart). 10 shots, no sighters,
and ‘Hits’ only on the heart will be recorded. Highest score
out of 10 will win.

COMING UP – (This is important please read!)
HEY! DON’T FORGET the upcoming BILLY DIXON
and BRAA AGM at NIOKA. And PLEASE NOTE the
date has been changed from the schedule.
You may recall that we moved from the last weekend in
September to the previous weekend to accommodate the
Meigels who own and run the range. They had clashing
events and asked us to move ours by a week and we
obliged. However that clash no longer exists and we are
able to return to our preferred date, in this case 26-27
September. Because the AGM is to be held on Saturday
evening the 26th, the side event, .22 rifle will be held on
Friday afternoon 25th so as not to delay proceedings on
Saturday.

LOCATION
Who doesn’t know where Cooyal is ??? If you don’t, you
should bloody well be ashamed of yourself! If you get this
newsletter monthly then WHY haven’t you been to one of
our shoots??? No excuses, come along and have some fun –
that’s what we’re here for, shoot smokeless if you like.

SET-UP & PRACTICE
We can always use some assistance with set-up so if you can
be there on Friday arvo, please lend a hand. There will be
some opportunity for practice after set-up, but only under
strict range rules.

***Note this is a change !
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BISON TALES
The Quigley 2015
Most of our readers will know that “The Quigley” is the
premiere gong shoot in the world for Black Powder
Cartridge Rifle shooters. Regularly attended by shooters
from 6 international countries and taking place on the
American Fathers Day weekend, the match is held at the
A G Lee Ranch outside of Forsyth Montana and attracts in
excess of 600 competitors each year. 6 different distances
from 350 yards shot off-hand on a steel plate the shape of
a Bucket to 805 yards shot off cross-sticks on a small
Bison shaped target. Interim distances are shot at 405yds,
417yds, 530yds and 600yds. Whilst the match is for BPC
rifles the organisers also permit Smokeless powder to be
used and about 25% of those attending use smokeless The
organisation of the match is a masterpiece of ingenuity
and allows all the competitors to complete the course of
fire in two days. No practicing is allowed during the match
but competitors can shoot the targets for the week
preceding the match. The thing about the Quigley is the
wind, which can change in direction and speed almost
without warning and being able to read the wind direction
and velocity is the key to doing well in the match.

On the Saturday Morning just after waking I had a small fall
and injured my hip. Basically that put paid to my shooting for
the rest of the trip I did shoot the 4 distances on the Saturday
with dismal results but wasn’t able to shoot on the Sunday.
Unfortunately both Gavin and Luke also had results they would
prefer to forget. We organised ourselves on the Monday stored
the reloading gear back at Buz’s home and then had an
enjoyable dinner with the Coker family at our favorite Diner
Fitzgeralds before leaving for Miles City where we intended to
do some shopping and stay the night before heading on to
Baker Montana to take part in the Big Hill shoot the following
weekend. Big Hill is a fantastic range. You drive up onto the top
of the hill then shoot at targets from 600yds to 1023yds in
different directions from the edge of the hill. Its not a big shoot
only 42 took part but 39 of the nicest people you could ever
hope to meet including Buz and Ellen Coker who travelled up
from Forsyth to shoot with us. Gavin and Luke’s shooting
improved, particularly Luke’s who took second place each day
behind a girl who had been second placed f Quigley, Savannah
Hickey. Big Hill is not to be missed. All too soon our time was
over and it was time to leave Montana which we did on the
following Tuesday from Billings.

BRAA members have been attending the Quigley since
2009 and this year the Australian Team comprised Gary
Vandersluis, Gavin Dignam and Luke Dignam. We are very
fortunate that the Americans seem to tolerate us pretty
well and we are blessed to have the Match Director Buz
Coker as our friend. Each year Buz stores an increasingly
larger pile of Aussie shooting equipment which now
includes loading equipment a Rugged Gear buggy and my
Pedersoli Quigley rifle. After landing at Bozeman Montana
and driving to Big Timber the three of us stayed the night
at the very Haunted Grand Hotel, didn’t see any ghosts
however. The morning saw the obligatory visit to Shiloh
Sharps followed by Cabellas sports store in Billings before
heading on to Forsyth and the Sundowner Motel our
preferred accommodation. The owner Joe Wilson looks
after us and doesn’t even seem to mind us reloading Black
powder in the motel room.
Tuesday morning saw us picking up our gear from Buz’s
home and then heading off to the range for our first
practice session. In the past one of our problems has been
the weight limit on carrying cartridges on the flight, 5
kilos which equates to about 100 cartridges or 8 practice
rounds for each distance plus the match ammo. Due
predominantly to Gavin’s generosity we are now able to
reload on a daily basis greatly increasing our practice
time. The Conditions this year were excellent lighter
winds than usual but still fluky and hard to read and by
the Thursday afternoon the three of us were reasonably
happy with our sight settings and ready for the match to
start on the Saturday.
The Friday was spent with a bit more practice and visits to
the Vendors who sell everything you could possibly
imagine a BPC Rifle shooter could need. On the Friday
night our friends whom we refer to as the Nebraska Boys
and who have shown us incredible hospitality since 2011
cooked us Deep Fried Turkey. It sounds horrible but tastes
magnificent.

Note: Montana is one of the few if not the only U S state that
has no State Sales Tax so almost every thing you might buy
there is cheaper than in the other states
Report by Gary - Pictures supplied by Gavin
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